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The Yen Week - Bias is Neutral-to-Bearish
- by Tony Nyman, p3-4
Mixed, heavy drivers. Busy data calendars. The big one though will be late Tue 
and the Q2 Tankan, with large mfg index tipped to dump to -31 amid the global 
lockdown. That would be a worst in over 10 years.

Brazil's Deep Economic Crisis, Political & Fiscal Risks Leave us Viewing BRL 
With Caution - by Natalie Rivett and Ed Blake, p5-7
The Real is one EM currency in particular that we retain a cautious outlook over 
the medium-term, with little scope seen for it to shed its title as the worst 
performing major currency ytd (USD/BRL +23%). This is based on a combination 
of factors, most notably lingering political risks and a deep economic crisis 
caused by the coronavirus that should keep fiscal risks elevated in H2.

US IG Weekly Wrap up: Record June, And Counting
- by Ken Jaques, p8
Despite falling short ($22.916bln versus $28.1bln) of the average weekly 
estimate, last week's haul was enough to bring Investment Grade issuance for 
the month to $160.321bln, making it (1) the busiest June on record, topping 
June 2018's $110.512bln (2) the fourth busiest month of the year and (3) the 
seventh busiest ex-SSA issuance month of all time.

Euro SSA Snapshot: Austria Reprises Century Bond Amid Uptick in Supply
- by Eva Bobb-Compton, p9
Accounting for the lion's share of the week's demand and supply was 
Wednesday’s century bond from the Republic of Austria (EUR2bn Jun-
2120) which saw investors place EUR16bn+ worth of orders despite the issuer's 
slashing of its funding costs to 0.88% (0.85% coupon).

China Insight: Implications of a Sustained Rise in Repo Rates
- by Tim Cheung and Riki Zhang, p10-11
Remarks China onshore interbank CNY repo rates have been creeping upward 
since CBRC chairman Guo Shuqing at the beginning of the month openly stressed 
the importance of financial risk control.

Know The Flows: Inflation Protected Bond Funds Post New Inflow Record Going 
Into Final Week of 2Q20 - by Cameron Brandt, p12
Although the US headline inflation rate dipped to just 0.1% in May investors 
appear to be unconvinced this is the new normal for prices. During the week 
ending June 24 the Inflation Protected Bond Funds tracked by EPFR set a new 
weekly inflow record.

US 10yr Breakeven – 1.515 Targeted While Dips Hold 1.169
- by Ed Blake, p14
Look to buy dips as we anticipate further gains towards 1.515, perhaps 1.611 on 
extension. Stop under 1.169 and consider reversing on a return below 1.029.

SEK/JPY – Bulls Standing Firm
- by Andrew Dowdell, p15
Look to buy for a target of 12.8912. Place stop below 11.0218.

Gold – 1796.08/1827.88 Targeted While Dips Hold 1704.19
- by Ed Blake, p16
Buy dips as we await further gains targeting 1796.08 and potentially lower highs 
at 1827.88/1844.92. Stop under the 1704.19 higher low and consider reversing on 
a sustained break under 1670.98.
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The Yen Week - Bias is Neutral-to-Bearish
By Tony Nyman,  Head of G10 FX
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Expected Usd/Jpy trading range is 106.50-107.75.

Mixed, heavy drivers. Busy data calendars.

Japan has already released a 2.1% m/m May retail sales versus 3.0% median and revised
worse -9.9% last. IP expected negative again in prel May late tonight, forecast -5.9% m/m
vs. -9.8% the month previous.

The big one though will be late Tue and the Q2 Tankan, with large mfg index tipped to
dump to -31 amid the global lockdown. That would be a worst in over 10 years but some
distance off the -58 low of Q1 2009 vs -8 last.

As ever, we'll be focused on MOF weekly capital flows data late Wed. See bottom right of
the Dashboard, last time out to Jun 19, Japanese investors bought foreign bonds to the
tune of +Jpy 1542.0bln. A third straight large positive week and a run of +Jpy 4271.0bln.
Before this though came ten out of 12 negative weeks since the record buying of +Jpy
4169.4bln (Mar 6). For 2020 overall, Japanese investors are net buyers of foreign bonds
though for +Jpy 8153.8ln. Since the start of 2019, Japanese investors have been big foreign
bonds buyers for +Jpy 26286.2bln, which has proved a real USD/JPY prop during the
period.

We write extensively on this report, citing Japanese banks when helpful.

• Resona said towards the end of the previous fiscal year, domestic investors tend
to turn and sell foreign bonds at the start of the new fiscal year. Further, amid
deteriorating US fundamentals, Resona also see Japanese exporters being noted sellers
from 110-111 handles. Those views seemed to pan out!

• Nomura though noted earlier in Jun that Japanese investors' appetite for foreign bonds
seems to be gradually recovering and cited latest flows of pension funds, lifers and
Toshins.

After three strong weeks, credence to the latter's view seems to be emerging. If the
positive run continues this market could yet semi-surprise and hit 110.00 before trading
below 105.00.

The US week includes the ISM Wed (could it reclaim 50.0-plus in Jun?) as well as FOMC
Minutes, with high profile Fed speakers through the week, incl Williams and Powell.
Highlight will be the NFPs on Fri (though it's a market holiday ahead of Independence Day).
Another +3.0mln jobs are expected to be recorded.

RISK - Where to start?

• Related markets - OIL looks vulnerable just above Usd 39.47-00. A similar picture in the
always a laggard US 10-year yield above 0.59-60%, while the S&P 500 could lose its
3000-plus status again. A first break below the psych mark since the 15th could open
up deeper losses towards the 100-dma at 2926.

• COVID - Second wave fears centring on the US, particularly Texas, while Arkansas
became the latest state to halt the process of reopening its economy as infections hit
the South and West.

• China and its new HK security law, which could spark further retaliation from the
US/West.

• Sticking with Beijing, the WSJ writes the US is targeting China's largest maker of
security-screening equipment, saying its expanding presence in Europe is a threat to
Western security and businesses.

• The Softbank divestment of its share in T-Mobile could be/has reportedly been hitting
USD/JPY. ING says Softbank's stake is worth around Usd 30bln and corporate finance
activities are already underway as part of Softbank's plan to buy-back Jpy 2tln of
shares. M&A flows typically only have a temporary market impact, but this may have
been a factor behind the recent dip to 106.00. Note some participants think these flows
have largely been done.

The Yen Week – cont’d

Back to Index Page



Brazil's Deep Economic Crisis, Political & Fiscal Risks Leave us 
Viewing BRL With Caution
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By Natalie Rivett, Senior EM Analyst & Ed Blake, Chief FI Technical Analyst
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The BCB's strong intervention that signalled officials are likely to defend the psychological 6 mark
sent USD/BRL plummeting almost 20% from its mid-May record highs to levels last traded in mid-
March, near 4.8000 in early June. However, much like its USD/EM peers, USD/BRL has found
support off its early June lows and has subsequently trimmed the pullback from record highs by
almost half at the time of writing (24th June), as markets turned to weigh the impact of policy
stimulus and the reopening of economies with the recent rise in coronavirus infections.

The broad consolidation in USD/EMs of late has led to a discussion of whether the EM FX recovery
of the past couple of months has run its course. We are of the opinion the second-wave virus
headlines are unlikely to have a lasting impact amid what appears to be limited political appetite
for a return to lockdowns (that could stifle the economic recovery), but EM FX markets could
generally still struggle to return to pre-coronavirus levels this year. Investors may ultimately want
to be more selective going forward, considering, among other things, varying economic
projections and carry gain outlooks.

The Real is one EM currency in particular that we retain a cautious outlook over the medium-
term, with little scope seen for it to shed its title as the worst performing major currency ytd
(USD/BRL +23%). This is based on a combination of factors, most notably lingering political risks
and a deep economic crisis caused by the coronavirus that should keep fiscal risks elevated in H2.
Plus, the continuation of a rather unattractive carry. We explore these factors in a little more
detail below.

Deepening economic crisis

Brazil is seeing an unrelenting rise in coronavirus infections that have exceeded 1mn cases and
with a total of more than 50,000 fatalities so far - both of which are the second highest in the
world, after the US. Investors have largely shown a willingness to overlook these figures as the
country's major cities of Sao Paulo and Rio de Janeiro pushed ahead with the easing of lockdown,
allowing a number of non-essential businesses and venues to re-open. This, amid pressure from
business groups and President Bolsonaro, who has repeatedly played down the pandemic.

However, the virus is ultimately deepening Brazil's economic slump, risking corporate
bankruptcies, soaring government debt and a continued rise in unemployment in a nation with
already strained finances. The World Bank is predicting a contraction of 8% and potentially as
much as 10%, thus taking an even dimmer view than economists surveyed by Brazil's central bank

that are forecasting a slide of 6.5%. For the World Bank, Brazil's slump will be worse than that
seen in Mexico (-7.5%) and throughout much of South America, exceeded only by Peru (-12.0%).

Fiscal risks

The coronavirus outbreak has already prompted an emergency support package of more than
BRL1.1tn from Brazil's government, more than the entire projected savings from the landmark
pensions reform that was due to save the state USD250bn over the next 10-years. Pressure for
government spending to revive the economy has been growing, but with little room for fiscal
measures, the government predicted in late April it will post a primary budget deficit of around
8% for 2020 and a nominal deficit, excluding interest payments of 12-13%, thus, unwinding all and
more of the fiscal improvement of recent years (see the dashboard). According to recent remarks
from Treasury Secretary Almeida, the primary deficit could even reach 10% in the event of more
tax deferrals or a new tax debt refinancing programme.

Crucial to the fiscal outlook is the spending cap rule that limits growth in public spending and
investment to the previous year's rate of inflation. Even in the face of a weakening economic
outlook, Brazil must resist calls to lift this cap that has been in place since 2016, and return to a
strong fiscal tightening bias to prevent the government debt trajectory from entering an
unsustainable path higher, but this may create political friction.

Lingering political tensions

With the virus response and the economic crisis dominating the agenda and President Bolsonaro
seemingly locked in destructive political bickering with state institutions, it appears unlikely the
economic reforms programme will be resumed anytime soon. Key reforms, such as an overhaul of
the tax system and the granting of central bank autonomy, have disappeared from the agenda.
Economic Minister Guedes warned recently that the country's recession may become a
depression if pro-market reforms are not resumed.

continued page 7
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Bolsonaro has done himself no favours in recent months and his popularity ratings have tumbled.
Although the risk of an impeachment is not yet significant - the immediate focus will stay fixed on
steering the economy through the coronavirus crisis - it has the potential to develop as such,
should investigations yield potentially damaging findings against the president and should he face
problems further down the line in securing Congressional support (his relationship with Congress
is already strained).

Not only have these factors contributed to the Real's underperformance ytd, we suspect they
have also been the driving force behind the notable deterioration in ytd net cumulative flows for
Brazilian focused bond and equity funds. As can be seen in the dashboard, ytd net cumulative
flows for Brazil bond have been negative since February and have continued to deteriorate in
recent weeks to just over 20% in AUM terms, bucking the improvement in net flows for all-LatAm
and all-EM tracked bonds. Ytd net cumulative flows for Brazil equity fund flows have, meanwhile,
shifted from +15% in March in AUM terms, to -4% this month - these net outflows outpacing that
seen for all-LatAm and also all-EM tracked equity funds.

Lack of carry appeal

Long gone is Brazil's carry appeal. The BRL's 3-month NDF implied yield has fallen to 1.5% from
15% five years ago and is now several percentage points below the equivalent rates for the
Mexican Peso and South African Rand for example (see dashboard).

Subdued inflation that is running significantly below this year's 4% target and set to undershoot
again next year (3.75% target) and together with uncertainties about an expected economic
recovery in H2, prompted the BCB, in its June meeting, to leave the door open for an extension of
the easing cycle that started in July last year, in a reversal of May's policy guidance.

Even if the central bank limits this further easing to a further 25-50bp more cuts in the coming
meetings, potential difficulties in raising inflation and slowly rebounding inflation expectations
amid a weak growth environment could ensure rates remain low for longer. Unlike LatAm peer
Mexico, for example, the one-year inflation breakeven for Brazil still has some way to go before
returning to pre-crisis levels (at 2.5% currently, vs 3%+ from January to early-March).

Charts suggest near-term outlook for USD/BRL is lower, but broader uptrend remains intact

The near-term outlook is still favourable for the Real, per the charts. However, the broader
uptrend is still intact and we would be inclined to use any pullback from current levels as an
opportunity to establish a long position on the basis of Brazil's deep economic crisis and
heightened political and fiscal risks. Above 5.3870 is required to avert the downside threat and
suggest an uptrend resumption re-opening the 5.9700 record high.

• Corrected from 5.9700 (14 May record high) to reach 4.8194 (8 June low), before recovering 5.3870 (18
June high, near 50DMA)

• Deteriorating longer-term studies suggest fresh easing re-opening 4.8194, below extends the decline for
4.7556/4.7610 (61.8% of 4.0049/5.9700 rally and equality of 5.9700/5.2705 fall from 5.4605)

• Sustained easing risks the 4.5798-4.6469 zone (six-week head and shoulders top, 1.236 projection from
5.4605 and 13 March higher low), before bulls try resuming the broader uptrend

• It would take a return above 5.3870 and then the 5.4605 (29 May lower high) to avert the downside
threat and suggest an uptrend resumption re-opening the 5.9700 record high

Back to Index Page
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By Ken Jaques
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Despite falling short ($22.916bln versus $28.1bln) of the average weekly estimate, last
week's haul was enough to bring Investment Grade issuance for the month to $160.321bln,
making it (1) the busiest June on record, topping June 2018's $110.512bln (2) the fourth
busiest month of the year and (3) the seventh busiest ex-SSA issuance month of all time.
More significantly, it brought year-to-date ex-SSA high grade issuance to $1,197.881bln, a
mere $2.1bln shy of the highest annual estimate of $1,200.000bln we got at the beginning
of the year.

Furthermore, issuance is a mere $139bln shy of the all-time annual ex-SSA issuance record
set back in 2017 of $1,335.363bln, with six months remaining. Think about it, $139bln, why
we have been averaging nearly $200bln in new issuance every month. While we probably
won't average that in the second half of the year, it still appears that record is certain to fall.
However, it should be pointed out that, due to extenuating circumstances, many earlier
predictions have been revised upwards to $1,600.000bln. But with the y-t-d volume
($1,197.881bln), even the revised estimates look a little on the low side, and there are now
rumblings of ex-SSA issuance topping out at around $1,900.000bln by the end of the year.

But, while we'll most likely see enough issuance this week to surpass that $1.2trln estimate,
don't expect to see any real fireworks, in terms of issuance, with only three and a half
sessions due to the Fourth of July holiday on Friday. Early indications seem to suggest we'll
be lucky to see $12bln added to the ex-SSA issuance yearly total, with whispers of as little as
$5-10bln coming to market.

The average estimate for the holiday-shortened week came in at $11.8bln, the estimates
ranging from a low of $7.5bln, to a high of $17.5bln.

We do know of one definite candidate for the week. Takeda Pharmaceutical Company
Limited. Rated Baa2BBB+, the company is expected to come to market with a dual currency
offering consisting of a multi-tranche EURO offering of 7s, 9s, 12s and 20s plus a US$
offering of 10s, 20s, 30s and 40s. With only one other deal being bandied about, should the
estimates be accurate, Takeda could make up the bulk of whatever issuance we see this
week. As always, stay tuned.
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in Supply
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By Eva Bobb-Compton
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Euro-denominated SSA supply accelerated slightly to EUR6.5bn last week, despite the
viral/trade concerns that marred the week and consequently kept total single-currency
issuance down more than 30% on the prior week. Seven issuers across eight tranches
supplied the EUR6.5bn haul which is up from the previous week's EUR5.5bn tally from six
borrowers, but still miles off the EUR40.35bn that was raised two weeks ago which saw the
asset class YTD total (now EUR435.16bn) surpass every full year total on record.

The relatively tepid issuance found its footing with investors though, who placed
EUR22.69bn+ worth of orders for the deals where book sizes were disclosed.

Accounting for the lion's share of the week's demand and supply was Wednesday’s century
bond from the Republic of Austria (EUR2bn Jun-2120) which saw investors place EUR16bn+
worth of orders despite the issuer's slashing of its funding costs to 0.88% (0.85% coupon).
To put that in context, the Republic's 100yr debut from 2017 (EUR6bn Sep-2117s, initially
launched as EUR3.5bn and subsequently tapped) offered a 2.112% yield at reoffer (now ca.
0.705%). As a reminder, that deal garnered EUR10.8bn worth of orders back in 2017.

Austria is not new to ultra-long dated issuance, having pioneered sovereign eurozone
century bond issuance with the 2117s after selling 2086 notes a year earlier.

Wednesday's bond came on the heels of the Austrian government's announcement of a
EUR50bn rescue/relief/investment package to 'put Austria back on the right path' in the
wake of the coronavirus pandemic.

Elsewhere, there was a green tint to the week's opening euro SSA trade on Monday
from Region Ile de France (EUR550m Jul-2030 & EUR250m Jul-2040 Green/Sustainability
Bonds). These were similarly launched as a response to the COVID-19 crisis, with proceeds
earmarked to 'finance or refinance eligible projects including a part to be used for [the
issuer's] economic, ecological and solidarity recovery plan for 2020...' This latest venture
joins EUR3.1bn worth of Green/Sustainability bonds sold by IdF, the first of these back in

2012 which predates the creation of Green Bond principles.

Also from France, Agence Francaise Developpement re-opened its May-2035 line by
EUR1bn on Tuesday, taking the new outstanding size up to EUR1.75bn. On the same day
Spanish agency FADE Fondo de Amortizacion del Deficit Electrico extended its benchmark
curve with a EUR1.2bn Sep-2025. A trio of equally-sized Landesschatzanweisung added to
the week's total from Free and Hanseatic City of Hamburg (EUR500m Jun-2028), German
Federal State of Berlin (EUR500m Jul-2030) and Federal State Baden-
Wurttemberg (EUR500m Jul-2022 FRN).

Away from the single-currency, Agence Francaise Developpement also featured in the
week's dollar supply with a USD1bn Dec-2021 FRN while Municipality Finance sold USD1bn
Sep-2023s.
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China onshore interbank CNY repo rates (chart 1 and 2) have been creeping upward since CBRC
chairman Guo Shuqing at the beginning of the month openly stressed the importance of
financial risk control.

In our view, the sustained rise in repo rates in recent weeks is more or less attributed to
government's efforts to clamp down on financial arbitrage.

Two types of financial arbitrage have been under scrutiny: first, increased interbank leverage
with low overnight repo rates (around 1%) to invest in front-end bonds; second, corporates
utilizing cheap funding from bill issuance (at a cost of around 2.5% for AA-rated borrowers for 3-
month tenor) to invest in high-yielding structured deposit (at an annual return of around 5%).
Among these two types of financial arbitrage, the second one is particularly worth looking into
because many small banks have to rely on structured deposits issuance (chart 3) to absorb
funding.

continued page 11
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By Tim Cheung, Head of China, Riki Zhang EM Analyst
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Recall, we did see a round of regulatory clamp-down on trust financing in the summer of 2017
after President Xi openly asked for stricter controls over financial risks. During that summer, the
7-day repo rate kept hanging around the upper end of the full year's trading range while
government bonds were in a bear run. We expect such a bad market will re-appear in Q3 this
year. Don't forget we will see huge supply of various kinds of government bonds in July and
August (chart 4). If PBOC continues to refrain from injecting more liquidity into the banking
system (chart 5), we will likely see another bloodbath in the bond market in Q3.

Back to Index Page



Know The Flows: Inflation Protected Bond Funds Post New 
Inflow Record Going Into Final Week of 2Q20
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By Cameron Brandt, Director, Research

Although the US headline inflation rate dipped to just 0.1% in May investors appear to be
unconvinced this is the new normal for prices. During the week ending June 24 the Inflation
Protected Bond Funds tracked by EPFR set a new weekly inflow record, breaking the $2 billion
mark for the first time, as governments and central banks open the stimulus spigots ever wider to
offset the economic impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic. Gold Funds also pulled in over $1 billion
for the 11th time in the past 14 weeks.

The flows into Inflation Protected Bond Funds contributed to another solid week for EPFR-tracked
Bond Funds, which collectively extended their current inflow streak to 11 straight weeks. During
than run, they have recouped some 40% of the $445 billion that investors pulled out of these
funds in March.

Elsewhere, Emerging Markets Equity Funds recorded outflows for the 19th consecutive week with
China Equity Funds again the biggest contributor to the headline number, Europe Equity Funds
posted inflows for the third time in the past four weeks and retail investors committed fresh
money to Global Equity Funds for the 13th week in a row.

Overall, EPFR-tracked Bond Funds took in a net $19.8 billion during the third full week of June.
Alternative Funds absorbed $711 million while $930 million flowed out of Balanced Funds, $7.2
billion from Equity Funds and $7.5 billion from Money Market Funds.

At the single country and asset class fund levels, High Yield Bond Funds extended their current
inflow streak to 13 weeks and $71.5 billion, Total Return Bonds attracted fresh money for the
seventh time in the past eight weeks and Municipal Bond Funds pulled in over $1 billion for the
fourth week running. Singapore Equity Funds chalked up their eighth straight inflow and 17th in
the past 18 weeks, Korea Bond Funds experienced their biggest outflow since 4Q18 and flows into
Russia Bond Funds climbed to a 16-week high.

Back to Index Page For further information on EPFR, please click HERE

https://financialintelligence.informa.com/products-and-services/data-analysis-and-tools/epfr
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US 10yr Breakeven – 1.515 Targeted While Dips Hold 1.169
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Technical Analysis by Ed Blake

• Signalled a 3½ month base over 0.472 (19 March low) on clearing 1.305 (14 April high, near

61.8% of 1.818/0.472 fall)

• While near-term dips hold over 1.169 (15 June higher low), constructive studies suggest

further gains

• Above 1.377/1.432 (2 March low/200DMA) targets 1.515 (3 March high, near 76.4%

retrace of 1.818/0.472 fall) and beyond

• Only below 1.169 cautions and suggests wider consolidation above higher lows at

1.029/1.108 (14/26 May lows)

____________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Look to buy dips as we anticipate further gains towards 1.515, perhaps 1.611 on extension. Stop 
under 1.169 and consider reversing on a return below 1.029

Back to Index Page

Resistance Levels 

R5 1.686 13 February 2020 lower high 
R4 1.611 3/4 February 2020 former lows 
R3 1.515 3 March 2020 lower high, near 76.4% retrace of 1.818/0.472 fall at 1.501 
R2 1.432 200 day moving average 
R1 1.377 2 March 2020 former low, near 23/24 June 2020 highs at 1.368 

Support Levels 

S1 1.305 14 April 2020 former high 
S2 1.225 18 June 2020 low 
S3 1.169 15 June 2020 higher low, near 50DMA at 1.156 
S4 1.108 26 May 2020 minor higher low 
S5 1.029 14 May 2020 higher low 

 



SEK/JPY – Bulls Standing Firm
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Technical Analysis by Andrew Dowdell

• For the last 25 years any dips into the 10.0000 handle have generated strong buying interest

• Latest rebound off 10.4251 has been accompanied by a minor bullish RSI divergence signal

____________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Look to buy for a target of 12.8912. Place stop below 11.0218.

Back to Index Page

Resistance Levels 

R5 18.4670 13 July 2007 high 
R4 16.4231 1 January 2014 high 
R3 14.1211 21 September 2017 high 
R2 12.8912 25 September 2018 high 
R1 12.0053 8 June 2020 high 

Support Levels 

S1 11.0218 30 April 2020 high 
S2 10.4251 19 March 2020 low 
S3 10.3852 6 March 2009 low 
S4 10.0000 Psychological 
S5 8.9813 1x 16.4231 – 11.2833 fall projected from 14.1211 

 



Gold – 1796.08/1827.88 Targeted While Dips Hold 1704.19
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Technical Analysis by Ed Blake

• Extended the long-term uptrend to 1779.53 (24 June, 7½yr high) ahead of the current

bullish consolidation

• Constructive multi-timeframe studies suggest a rally extension opening 1796.08 (5 October

2012 high)

• Sustained gains would then open lower highs from September 2011 at 1827.88/1844.92,

perhaps 1885.73

• Intermittent corrective pullbacks are possible, but only under 1704.19 (15 June low) would

caution for 1670.98

____________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Buy dips as we await further gains targeting 1796.08 and potentially lower highs at 
1827.88/1844.92. Stop under the 1704.19 higher low and consider reversing on a sustained break 
under 1670.98

Back to Index Page

Resistance Levels 

R5 1885.73 9 September 2011 lower high 
R4 1844.92 14 September 2011 lower high 
R3 1827.88 19 September 2011 lower high 
R2 1796.08 5 October 2012 lower high 
R1 1779.53 24 June 2020 peak – highest for 7½ years 

Support Levels 

S1 1745.40 2 June 2020 former high 
S2 1704.19 15 June 2020 low 
S3 1670.98 5 June 2020 low, near 1 May 2020 low at 1670.71 and 21 April 2020 higher low at 1659.55 
S4 1640.90 8 April 2020 low, near 38.2% retrace of 1451.55/1765.43 rally at 1645.53 
S5 1606.98 3 April 2020 low, near 50% retracement of 1451.55/1765.43 rally at 1608.49 
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